TOWN SURVIVES IN ITS INHABITANTS.
OLDER PEOPLE'S PERSPECTIVES MATTER

A process model of older learners’ exploratory learning and learning by doing

Thursday, 10th June 2021, from 14.00 to 16.00
Online event

Slovenian Third Age University’s Study group »Squares, streets and buildings around us« led by the architect Meta Kutin has been involved in exploratory learning using different methods. The group who has developed a research model will be demonstrating it by the case of their research of the Poljanska street and the Poljane area located in the old town of Ljubljana. The study group hopes that you might apply their model of research and learning to your own localities.

You are welcome to learn about the history of the Poljanska street, a »schooling street«, »a street of younger and older learners«, a street that used to be a street of gardens and craftsmen. Older students will be revealing their memories of the area. They will be presenting their findings and generalisations, their perspectives on the decisions taken by architects, urbanists and other decision makers. They will be evaluating to what extent »the town that survives in them« has been taken in account during the renovation of the street. Moreover, they will be formulating their recommendations for the future.

Programme

Dušana Findeisen
Old people’s memories matter – an introduction to the processes of urbanisation and the project Dreamlike neighbourhood

Meta Kutin
Town survives in its inhabitants: why and how we conducted a research into »our street« and »our area«.

Neli Berger, Pika Bizjak, Nada Klučar, Mira Rajh, Anamarija Rančič, Andrej Šolar, Vida Vilhar Pobegajlo
Our findings and recommendations

The transfer of this process model shaped by Slovenian Third Age University’s students is funded by Ministry of Education, Science and Sports RS.